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Most people over the age of sixty who have underlying health conditions feel like the coronavirus has
painted a huge bullseye on their backs, which can be depressing. Lockdown and self-isolation can have the
same effect. Our Coronavirus Diary" is a humorous look into the mind-set of a couple of women of a certain
age, forced into lockdown during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is another brain fart from the authors of

"Over-Sixty: Shades of Gray." It is meant solely to entertain our readers during trying times by using humor
to knock the virus down to size, so we can deal with our fears more easily. And if we should chuckle, at our

age, it's always good to wear protection.

Download it once and read it on your Kindle. A fit and healthy woman struck down with coronavirus is
logging a daily diary so others know the crucial symptoms to look out for. Coronavirus Doctor with Covid19
shares daily symptoms diary. In the last several weeks my anxiety increased and I started limiting my outings

into any crowded.

Carol Barbara

7 April 2020. Related Topics. The Coronavirus Outbreak. 28 minutes ago The preclearing programme has
been initially launched at San Francisco International Airport and will be expanded to Boston Logan

International John F. Our Coronavirus Diary Kindle edition by Pack Carol Paskoff Barbara. Stories about the
coronavirus especially from the months of March and April dominated the list of our most popular stories this
year. In her diary My Covid Journey Kelly. Im still running the space heater in my office the landlord turned
down the heat at the outset of the. There was so much stuff going on in my head just getting it down on paper

helped sort my muddled thoughts. Not even a hint of parole.
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